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EXPLANATORY-MEMORANDUM 
I.  . Introduction 
·  1. ·  On 5 December 1990, the Co~mission.  adopted a "Proposal -for a Council·  Dir~v~ 
. ·on the establishment of a European Works Co~ncil in Commuriity-scale undertakings_ 
or groups of  undertakings 'for the'purposes of  ir:tforming and consulting employees"(l). 
,·  - .  .  .  . 
The  Economi~  and Social Committee gave its opinion on is  March  1991<~)~-
On· 10 July  1991, the European Parliament adopted an opinion on the pr()posaJ to the . 
: Gouncil(3).  ·  ·· 
On  lOSeptember-_1991-,  the Commission adopted an ··amended': prop~S<ll-pursuant to 
Article i49(3) oflhe Ef!:CTreaty<4>.  ·  · ·  · ·- ·  ·  ·  · ·  - · 
The  Council  of Mimst~rs discussed  the .Cmhmission's  s~ccessive pr~posals  ~t 14 
.  meetings 'at the level of its Working Party on  Social Questions (between 3 July/ 1991 
-and 6 September  1993) .and. at .five meetings of the Council  of Labour and Sooial 
·:Affairs Mini~e~s  (o~ 6 May 1991, 3 December-1991, 6 Aprill993, 1 Junel993:and 
12 October 1993).  - · 
At  none .of these  meetings  did  the ·council  reach  uri~mous· agreenient'-.on  the  . 
Commission's proposal,· as required by the legal basis for the proposal (Article 100 :of· -
the EEC treaty). The Council did,  however, _establish,  at its ,meeting on  12 October_· 
199j, a broad consensus among the grea~ majonty of  delegations on_ a text submitted/  ·  _. 
· by the Belghin Presidency. The Commission informed the Council .of its intention to 
initiate, on entry. into force of the  Treat}r~on European Union on ··1  November 1993, .. 
_  the procedures provided .for iii the. Agreement on Soci~  Policy annexed to the Protocol 
on· Social Policy. ant1exed in tum to the Treaty establishing ~he European Comrirunit)i, · 
on th~ basis of  the text stibmitt~d by the Belgian Presidency and the views e~pressed . 
in the ~ourse :of the Council's discUssions.  · 
on· 17 November 1993, the Commission deeided to  s~ th.ese· procedun~s in .. motion.  , . 
. l8':November 1993  saw the commencement of a  six~week period, of consultation of 
. the sOcial partners at European level, in accordance with Article 3(2) of  the Agreement. 
- on _·social  Policy, with the dispatch of a first cons.ultative document on the possible 
direction ofCommimitY action in  the field of  inf()rmation and -consultation of  workers , . 
. in.· Community-scale  undertakings.  or  groups  of .undertakings.  The  employers'  .  ' 
assoCiations, federations and cOnfederations and the trade unions submitted a  general 
opinion to/the Conunission on the questions put to them  (s~e Annex:1).  · 
/  - '  '  \ 
, 00. 8 February -1994, in ~ccordanc~ with  Article  3(3) of the Aiz-eenient  on  S6ciat 
(1) 
(2) .. 
.  (3) 
(4) 
. Policy, the Commission decid~  to consult the social partners at Community level on.: 
_the content of the proposal, including the J)Qssible legal basis' for such a proposal. 
CQM(90) 581  final;  OJ No C 39,  15.2.1991. 
OJ No.C 120, 6.5.199L 
. , :OJ No·C240,- 16~9.]991.: 
_  COM(91) 345  fi~al, OJ NoC 336;  ~).12.1991. 
2' ..  · 
-··' · By the deadline for this second phase of consultation (30 March  1994), ·the social 
partners sent the Commission their views on the consultation document (see Annex 2). 
Despite all  the efforts made, the social partners at Community level failed to reach 
agreement  on  setting  in  motion  the  procedure  provided  for  in  Article  4  of the 
Agreement on Social Policy. 
'  . 
4.  On 13  April  1994, the Commission, taking the view that.a Community initiative on· 
the information and consultation of workers in Community-scale undertakings and 
groups of  undertakings was still warranted, decided to adopt the present proposal, with· 
a view to presenting it  to the Council on the basis of Article 2(2) of the Agreement 
on Social Policy. · 
II.  General justification .for the initiative 
A.  The impact of the internal market 
5. ·  The internal market is, according to Article 8a of the EEC Treaty "an area Without 
internal frontiers in which the-free movement of goods,·persons, services and capital  . 
is ensured in accordance with the provisions of the. Treaty".  The dismantling of 
internal  frontiers  is  already  resulting  in  major  corporate  re-organizations  in  the 
Community, and will continue to do so, particularly in the form of  concentrations. The 
accelerating pace of  transfrontier ec9nomic restructuring associated with  ·this process, 
involving an increase in mergers, take-overs, transfers and joint ventures, will result 
in more and more employees being subject to key corporate decisions taken outside 
the country where their establishment or undertaking is located. 
(5) 
(6) 
As a result of changes in the _structure of undertakings, the procedures for consulting 
and disclosing information to employees are often no longer consistent with these new 
structures.  Whereas firms have become more complex in that they have grown or 
expanded  their operations  by  setting  up  subsidiaries  or establishments  in  several 
Member States, their employees continue to be informed arid consulted in a segmented 
fashion, reflecting the scope of existing national laws and practices. 
Existing procedures for informing and consulting employees in a national context.only 
have effect within the legal framework of  that country,· only benefit the employees of 
that State and generally oniy relate to activities carried out within national boundanes. 
The same applies to procedures for informing and consulting employees provided for 
·in the Community  directives  setting  out rules  on information and  consultation  on 
collective redundancies and transfers of undertakings. Council Directive 75/129/EEC 
of 17 February 1975 on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating 
to collective redtindancies<
5> and Council Directive 77/187/EEC of 14 February 1977 
on  th~ safeguarding of employees'  rights ·in the event of transfers o1  undertakings~ 
businesses or parts ofbusinesses<6) incorporate procedures for informing  and consulting 
the  representatives  of those  employees  affected  by  the  operations  in  question. 
However, these information and consultation requirements do not apply specifically 
and effectively to situations in which the decision-making centre is not situated in the_ 
Member States in which the employees affected by its decision are employed.  . 
OJ No L 48, 22.2.1975. 
OJ No L 61,  5.3.1977. 
3 .  .  .  .  .  . 
B.  . The current ec«;mmnic· crisis, the competitive status of European Community .. 
~nd~rtakings  .and the liberalization of international trade · 
.  .  '  '  ~  !~ 
.  6:'  .. The need to set up transnationai inforiilatioh and,consultation mecha.rtisms for workers 
in Community-scale. Undertakings and gioups of undertakings has betome even:more · 
7. 
· urgent with the worsening economic crisis affecting all Member States of  the Unioit 
· .. _ o.t··t!te one hand, the _crisis is inaking. un~ertakings adapt to the new - often r~cessive -· 
~onomic  conteXt~ in  very-many cases requiring restructuring measures which, in the · 
Case  of complex undertakings  and  groups of undertakings with  establishmentS  or 
subsidiaries in various Me~ber  Sta~es, are deci-ded on centrally by the undertaking or 
the group and ·which concern one or more ofthe establishments and have ail effect  on 
-.  . workers' interests.  .  .  .  ' \ 
It is essential, then, for such restructuring measures to take place in socially. acceptable . 
conditions and for .the workers .concerned to at I_easi  be informed and consulted _in 
. · advarice  .. · ·  ·· 
,·  .... 
. On the other hand, as was unde~lin'ed in the'White_Paperon gr~~  competitiveness. 
and· employment, enhancing 'the_ rompetitivehess ofEuropean businesses, which has _ 
. become a:  vital  factor in. finding  a- positive response to current problems,  requires 
higher prOductivity and greater commitrrient ori the 'part of-workers in the day-to-day . 
life of  their firms, Creating and. developing appropri-ate infoimation and  consultation 
··_mechanisms _for workers at the level of Commuruty-sCale undertakings or groups of 
undertakings  conStitutes: a  prior condition. for this enhanced level of commitment, 
.. particularly in the .current-difficult social climate,  ..  ·  ' 
· . - 8.  Finally, the.  liberali~tion of w~rld trade and ~e  globalization of  th~ _economy  are . 
.  creating conditions· which are more favourable to the restructUring of  undertakings and· 
. groups of  undertakings, _which are thus acquiring more ancfmore room for-manoeuvre, . 
.  . ·especially  in terms of the transfer of production units  from  orie  Member State to 
another and even to non-CommunitY. countries. Here too, the prior information _and 
cons-Ultation of workers is a .minimum condition 'if decisions are .tq be adopted· and 
.  implemented in an acceptable socicil ·context..  ·  ·  · 
.,  ' 
m.  The historical-context 
:A.- . - Eariier initiatives by the Commission 
-9.  Procedures for informing arid  consulting employees of Europeari..:scale undertakings, 
\  . 
·  .. have been the subject of various Community -proposals.  The  origin~ Commission  -
. proposals of 1970<
7> and J 975<
8> for a European Company Statute provided for both · 
worker participation in a Supervisory_Boatd and the_ rep;esehtation of  the interests of 
workers _in a European Works Council or Group Works CounciL 
-J 
<
7>  ·,.OJ No C-124, ·iQ.10.1970_-
(8)  COM(75) 150. final. 
4  .. 
, r However, the 1985·White Paper, "Completing the Internal Market", provided for the 
preparation of a new European Company  Statute,  discussion of the amended  I975 
proposal having been suspended by the_ Council in 1982.  Accordingly, proposals for 
- a Council  regulation  on' the. Statute for  a European  Company<
9> and for a Council 
directive. complementing the Statute with  r~gard to the involvemenLof employees 'in 
the  European  Company<to)  were  presented  by  the  Commission  to the  Council  on 
,  25  August  1989.  The  draft ·directive  sets  out  meaSures  to  enable  employees  "to 
· participate  i-n  the· supervision  and  strategic  development"  of companies which  are· 
voluntarily  formed  throughout  the  Community  in the' form  of a European  public · 
limited company (Societas Europea, "SE"). Undertakings operating in more than one_  · 
.  . 
Member State, other than companies formed as European Companies, are not affected 
by  its  provisions,  European  Company  status  being  optional  for  the undertakings 
concerned.  These proposals have not yet been adopted hy the Council. 
- ' 
By the same token, it is worth stressing the importance of the revised proposal known 
as the "Fifth Directive" (19 August 1983), ·which is still on the table at the Council,  -
providing for employee  participation in undertakings employing at least I 000 people 
(but not in groups of  undertakings) on a management or administrative-board, a body 
repre~nting the employees or systems adopted by collective agreement. 
10.  In contrast,  the proposal  for a Council  directive  on  procedures for informing  and 
consulting  the  employees  of undertakings  with. complex  ·structures,  in  particular 
transnational  undertakings<
11 >~  submitted  to the  Council  on _  24  October  I980  and 
amended  on  13  July  I983(12>,  covered  all  undertakings  or groups  of undertakings 
having one or more establishments or subsidiaries in the Community and employing 
as a whole at least I 000 employees in the Community.  The proposal provfded that 
EC  or  non-EC  undertaking~  or  parent  undertakings,  having  establishments  or 
subsidiaries in the EC, must regularly· inform and consult via the local management 






. No  single  body  for  employee  representation  was  set  up  and the information  and 
consultation procedures envisaged were channelled throughout the existing national 
representation structures. After lengthy discussion, the amended proposal for a Council 
directive on procedUres for informing and consulting the employees of undertakings 
· with complex structures, in particular transnational undertakings, did not find enough 
. support among the Member States .. 
The Council  subsequently  adopted  a  Resolution<
13> relating_ to  the  Commission's 
:·amended proposal,.which acknowledged the_ political and-economic importance of the 
problem  and  emphasized  the  importance  of a  social  area  in  the  context- of the 
completion of the Community internal market and the need for greater convergence 
between the rights of employees-in the Member States to be informed and consulted 
regarding major decisions in the undertakings 'concerned.  The Resolution also called 
on the Commission to continue its work on this subject and,  where appropriate,  to 
present  another  proposal,  drawing  the  attention  of the  social  'partners  in  the 
Community to the importance of  arriving at agreements at the appropriate level which 
OJ No C 2_63,  16.10~1989. 
OJ No C 263,  16. I0.1989. 
OJ No L 297,  15.11.1990. Supplement 3/80, EC Bulletin. 
OJ No C 217,  12.8.1983.  Supplement 2/83, EC Bulletin. 
OJ No C 203,  12.8.1986.  -
5 - "prpvide for irifomiation and consultation-of enipl~yees_with regard to the provisipns 
·  of-Article 118b.ofthe Treaty~  ·  ·  ·  .  ·  ·  .  ·  ·  .  ,  ·_  .  ~  - ·  · 
- ' 
B.  The views  ~fthe  'other_Communityinstance5 
·  ..  ·11.  '  With !his Council Resblution in mind,  th~  Cofumissi~n  h~s-examined_the opinions of 
. - the_ two sides of industry reached at  Com~unity level within the. fnuite\Vork .of  -the -
socialdial_ogue,  the- opinion ofthe·Econorriic and  Social  Committee on the social  · 
·consequences· of cross.:.ft:ontiei"  mergers<
14>.: and  the  views· ru.td  resolutions  of the · · 
·.  12. 
· . European Parliament.:.  ·  ·  '  · 
-. At-European level, within the framewdrk ofthe Val Duchesse. social dialogue, in spite. 
of  the complexity of  theiissue and n~twithstanding their different approaches; the two 
. c sides  of industry  have  been  aQle  to.  identify  some  common  ground  as· to  the . 
. desirabUity 'o(  information and consUltation in connection with the introquctimi of  n_ew .. 
technology: lit particulm:,  the jo~nt opinion adopted by  ETUC,  UNICE and  CEEP 
·states: . 
.  _- ;iThe  par:ticip~ts- stress the·nrie<i td m&tivate the staff at all  levels of re5ponsibilitY in  · 
- firms arid to develop their aptitude to change, amongst-other ways by means of good'-
_  information· ~d  cpnsultation practices. 
· . They  cbnsider Jhat such motivation ·win' beaU-the higher if all  the staff are in a 
· position to-understand the economic and sacial need f~r_$!ructur8.t and.teehnological 
change an~ the potential which such ~charige offers to firms and to the·  ~orkforce.  _ 
.  .  ':  .  .  . 
. . Both  s.ide~  ~e  tile "Viev\r  tluit~  when 'technological  ch~ge~ which  imply' major 
. consequences for the workforce- are  introduced  iil  the firm,  workers  and/or .  their  . 
c representatives  should  he'  informed ' and  'eonsulted  hi' accordance' with  the ·laws,i. 
· agreelll:ents and practices iti force in the Community CQuntries. ·This information· and 
consultation.must be timely".  ·  ·  ·  · 
_  ... ·.•  .  .  .  .  . 
13.  The·Econonii'c and Social Committee,-in its QpiJ;Iion of 18 Octoberl989 on the social 
cOnsequences .of crosS.:frontier cofi:centrations between· undertakings.<ts>, stated: "Since, . 
independently of  [the-European Company Statute], there is a  n~  for iruormation and 
participation rights for. employees' representatives in connection with  cros~-frontier 
concentrations betwee11 undertakings, a C01;n~unity framew.ork  should~be devised for 
this.  This  framewor~ ought.;to- be,.based  oii. national· arnmgeme~ts  .  .for. employee . 
(14). 
(IS) ·· 
·  .. representation,  and provide for regular 'imorination and consultation of employe¢s' 
representatives at European ievel"; The Economic :and  Social .Committee's opinion·  · 
· weiw on to  propose  that in cross-frontier  undertakings ._and  groups,  "a  European 
advisory  committee of employee representatives  [should] 'be  set up alopgside  the  . 
I  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
group/underta.kjng management", and that Community Jegi~la!ion should ~ver  issues 
· such ·as the compositio~:of  such _a committee, the need (or clearly defin·ed information · 
. and. consuitatioi:t rights,. the  frequency' of.  meetings,  and  the  responsibility  of the 
undertaking 'or' group for meeting the operating costs of the committee.  . 
O.T_No C>329,  30.12.1989.  · 
OJNo·c 329,  30.12.1989. 
/  .• 
6 
..  ~  '  -.  . 
'·-~ ,.  ~. 
., .. 
'\_  • .. 14.  The Commission has taken due consideration of various resolutions of the European · 
Parliament, .  particularly  its  resolution  of 16  March  198g(
16
>  on the  Commission's 
Memorandum on the European Company Statute, in which the European Parliament 
.called for·the inclusion of provisions requiring the establishment of European Works 
Councils (as originally provided by the 1970 and 1975 proposals),. and the Resolution 
of 15 February 1990 on the most important legislative proposals in the social.field'to 
be included in the Commission's programme for 1990<
17>  which recommends, inter alia, 
"the. setting up of European consultative committees in multinational undertakings". 
·C.  The legal situation at national and international level 
15.  The Commission has taken into account a range of  other factors, more particularly the 
aims  pursued  by certain  non-binding international  instruments such  as  the OECD 
· .guiding  principles and the ll..O  tripartite declaration,  and the role of legislation in 
promoting employee involvement. 
.16..  As  regards  national  legal  systems,  a . clear  distinction  can  be  drawn  between 
representative  or  indirect  forms  of· employee  involvement ' (e.g.  works  councils, 
employee  board-level . representation)  and  individual  or  direct  forms  (e.g. 
communications groups, profit sharing, employee share  owne~ship). 
A  recent  study<
18> ·shows  that  not ,only  do  these  two  distinct  types .of  e~ployee 
involvement fulfil different functions, but they also rely on statutory provision to· very 
different degrees. The study concludes that legal. requirements have played a limited 
role in the development of direct forms of involvement, but that legislation has been 
a  necessary  precondition for  the  widespread  establishment of works. councils  and 
employee board-level repres~ntation in vii1tJally every Member State where they exist 
(the exception being the cooperation committees in Denmark which operate without 
statutory backing). 
17.  The aim of the Commission is to stimulate a process of information and consultation 
at  European level  without creating an  unduly  heavy  burden on undertakings.  Th~ 
·Commission wants to introduce these procedures only in large enterprises. Although 





· employees, the Commission wants to limit its proposal. to enterprises or groups of 
enterprises with at least 1 000 employees within the Community having establishments 
or undertakings with at least 100 employees in at least two Member States. 
According to  statistics  for  1986,  large  businesses  (i.e.  those  with more  than  500 
employees) accounted for less th~  1% of  the total number of  firms, but,provided 28% 
of employment<19>.  · 
OJ No C 96,  17.4.89. 
OJ No C 68,  19.3.1990. 
Mr Gold and Mr. Hall, "Legal Regulation and the Practice of Employee Participation 
in the European Community", European Foundation for the Improvement of Living 
and Working Conditions, Dublin, (1990).  · 
Enterprises in the European Community. Luxembourg,  1990, p.  37. 
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. l 
As the· objective of  the proposal is to overcome· the territorial limitations of national 
. laws' on information and  consultation procedures  by  the  setting up of a European 
Works Council, multiplant natiorial undertakings and nation'al·groups,or. undertakings· 
. are not covered. On the other h~d,,via  f1ationalla~s impleQlenting Council Directives · 
751129 and 77/187 concerning respectively procedures for informing and, cOnsulting 
employees  in  the  case  of collective  redundancies  and  transfers. of undertakings, . 
. . multiplant national undertakings ~e  subject to the same or similar obligations as are  .. · 
single national  undertakings arid,. in  the  majority. of Mem,ber  States,  they are also 
subject to procedures for information and consultation equivalent to tho.se envisaged · 
by the present proposal.  ·  .·  ·  · 
'  / 
\Vith· respeCt  t()  national  groups  of undertakings;  it  should  b~ added  that there  is 
legislation  concerning nati<;>nal  group.:.Jevel  works councils  in  four  Member  States 
(France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands and  Porfugal) and  well 
developed case.:}aw in many.Member States concerning the determination of the real 
employer behind a. group structure. 
D.  Practical experience of transnational information ahd'consult~tion of workers 
'  ··-· 
.  ·,  '.  .  .  . . 
18.  The  Commission  has  also  taken  n()te  of the  development  of European-level  · 
information artd consultation bodies and proeedures in a numb~r  Gust less than 30) of· 
large transnational undertakings or groups of undertakings operating in Europe, and. 
indeed ih drawing up its proposals has sought the views of.managem~nt  and employee 
representatives party ·to certail! ()f these arrangements.  Similar arrangements operate  , : 
IV. 
19. 
..  ' 
· informally in certain other companies or  groups. The Commission is also ·aware that · 
discussions  on  the  establishment of European-level  iriforffiation  arid .  consultation·  . 
committees are taking place in a riuml;>er ofo.thet tpajor Europ~.t~ansnation,al w-oups · 
of enterprises  which  employ  a  .  substantial . number'  of. employees:  across  the 
.. Community.  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  . 
The. elements of the proposal 
<ieneral remarks 
The first thing to note is that this proposal is, in addition to the factors, initiatives and 
positions mentioned above, the outcome of  discussions· held within: the Community 
institutions and elsewhere since the beginning of 1991 (see point 1), more particularly: 
the Commission's initial·proposal of15 December  1990~ 
the opinions on the  above,propo~l delivered by the European Parliament and · 
·the Economic and Social.Comrriiitee; 
the Commission's amended  propo~al for 10 September  1991~ 
the result of discussions in the Council, more particularly the outcome of the 
Council of Ministers of Employment and Social Affairs of12·0ctober 1993~ 
the views ex.pressed  by. the social  partners at European level during the two 
phases of' consultation which have just terminated. 
.  . .  ,'  .  ''  . 
. :8 20.  The Commission has taken a detailed look at the various changes made to its initial · 
proposal of 1990 in the light of the objectives w~ich induced it to take the initiative 
in the first place, and in the light of recent economic, social and institutional changes 
and the ·broad  lines of Community  social  policy  as  set out in the  White Paper on 
growth,  competi~veness and employment and the Green Paper on European· social 
policy (optionsfor the Union).  · 
.. 
21.  In adopting this proposal, as in the recent past, the Commission has been very mindful 
of the fact that this is the first time that the Agreement on Social Policy annexed to . 
the  Social ·Protocol,  ·annexed  in  tum  to  the  Treaty  estaplishing  the  European 
Community, is being applied in practice. This Agreement, which seeks essentially to 
widen and clarify Community powers in terms of social policy, assigns an enhanced 
role in the legislative process to the social partners, something which the Commission 
has  endeavoured to facilitate and  eneourage throughout the consultation procedure 
··  preceding this proposal. 
· The rules  which  this  proposal  seeks  to  institute  at  European  level  are  addressed 
primarily  to the social  partners  in that  it is  they  who  are  the  addressees  and  the 
principal players in the practical implementation of the information and consultation 
. mechanisms set up under this proposal. 
Recognition of the important role of the social partners in the future development of 
European social policy and more particularly with regard to this proposal has led the 
Commission to deploy  all  the means  at its disposal  to.  fac~litate the quest for,  and 
· conclusion  of,  an  agreement between  the  social  partners  at  Community .. level· in 
accordance with Articles 3 and 4 in the 'Agreement on Social Policy.: 
To this end,  the document which the Commission sent to the social partners as  part 
of the second  phase of consultation provided for in Article 3(3) of the Agreement 
· sought to reconcile the two sides'  positions as  expressed in  the course of the first 
phase of the consultation.  This approach was motivated exclusively by  a desire to 
encourage an agreement-based solution, and meant that the.Commission had to deviate 
from  the  most  recent  text  on the table  at  the  Council  in  as  much  as  it  seemed 
necessary and useful to take account of  the not insignificant shift in the position of  the 
principal employers' organizations, though respecting the essential rules and principles 
of the text and of  the initial proposal of December 1990. 
The ·Commission's  approach  set  in  motion  a  dynamic  process  between  the  social , 
· partners  at European level,  which  made  them  take a hard  look at their respective 
positions on this important subject.  The Commission expected them at any moment 
to reach  agreement  on  initiating  the  prOcedure 'provided  for  in  Article  4  of the 
Agreement on Social Policy.  Although no  such agreement was in· fact forthcoming, 
it does not follow that everything necessary and  possible should not continue to be 
done  to  derive  maximum  advantage  from  the  points  of consensus ·or  possible 
"rapprochement" between the positions of  the social partners, or to seek an appropriate 
balance between their respective positions on the points on which they diverge.  The 
fact that this might reopen discussion on a number of aspects on which consensus has 
already been reached in the Council would probably be compensated for very largely 
by the Directive's enhanced potential for alignment with existing social realities and 
by the fact  that the implementation .of the procedures instituted by  the Directive in 
major European undertakings will  be that much easier, more harmonious and more 
9 effective  if·  the  leading  employers'  and ·workers'  organizations at European  - and 
national - .level can identify with the final 'text. 
The Commission ~auld like, then; to draw the Council's attention-to the importance 
of discussions  held  by  the social  partners  over recent  months,  as  reflected  in  the 
sig~ificant shift in their positions; these deserve to be given due attention. To this end, 
the Commission has attached (Annexes 1 and 2) the results of the two phases of the 
- consultation of the social partners.  · 
.. 
22.  The proposal which the Commission is now making to the Council takes due account 
· of,.and seeks to reconcile, all the abovementioned positions, more particularly the text 
-presented by the Belgian Presidency to the Social Affairs Council on 12 October 1993, 
- which remains the principai point of reference for this proposal. 
The text  ha~ had to undergo a number of changes, some of them purely technical or 
editorial, others imposed by the fact that the proposed Directive will not be appiicable 
in the United Kingdom (resulting in removal from the enacting terms of all references 
to the "European Community", and refereilees to the "Member States''-being taken to·. 
mean the  eleven Member States of the European Union which  actually  signed the 
·Agreement on Social Policy), while others reflect a different option on the part of  the-
Comm~ssion vis-a-vis the Council's most recent working text, motivated by a desire 
to make application of the Directive more appropriate and consensual.  These latter 
changes concern:  ·  ~ 
(  . 
the-exclusion from  the scope of Article 4  of the Directive of the crews of 
merchant ships, which the Commission cannot accept; 
the requirements relating to the commencement of  the procedure for setting up 
a European committee or some other infofi}1ation and consultation procedure 
(Article 5(1)) (see point 30 of this explanatory memorandum); 
· removal-ofthe requirement relating to compliance with a-number of provisions 
in the Arinex in the corit~xt of the agreement provided for in Article 6(2) (see 
point 31 ·of this explanatory memorandum); 
conversion to an obligation of the facility available to-Member States to adopt 
· provisions. relating to  ~he confidentiality of information supplied to workers' 
representatives  (Article . 8(1))  and  the  non-communication  to  workers'  . 
representatives of information which might substantially damage the interests 
of the undertaking (Article 8(2));  · 
the  facility  for  Member  States  to  lay_  down  particular  provisions  for 
undertakings and establis~ments which pursue the ai~ of  ideological guidance 
(Article 8(3) of  the Council text), which the Commission· cannot accept; 
requirements relating to agreements in existence at the time ofentry into force 
of the Directive (Article 13) (see point 36 of this explanatory memorandum); 
the  content  of information  and  consultation  obligations . provided  for  in 
paragraphs  2  and  .  3  of  the  Annex- (see  point  33  of  this  explanatory 
memorandum).  · 
I'O 
.,·· B.  The objectives 
23.  The  objective  of the  propos~ is  to  improve  the  information  and  consultation  of 
employees in Community-scale undertakings and groups of  undertakings. The risk here 
I  . 
is  that this  aim  may  become dissipated  in  a  range  of procedures  which  makes  it 
impossible to keep track of what is going on, and to this end it is· proposed to set up 
. .  ;:t  European  committee  where  requested  by  employees  or  their  representatives 
according .to  a transparent procedure,  and  in so far as the interested parties  ~o not 
decide,  by  common  accord,  to  set  up  some  other  information  and  consultation  · 
procedure. Of  course, the initiative in setting up a Council of  this kind can come from 
the central management of  the undertaking or group of  undertakings, but must receive 
the agreement of the employees. 
C.  Scope 
24.  It  is  proposed  that  European  committees  be  restricted  to  Community-scale 
undeitakings and groups of  undertakings with more than 1 000 employees and at least 
two establishments in different Member States each employing at least 100 people. 
The thinking behind this dual threshold is that: 
I 
.small business should not be burdened with additional obligations which might 
be detrimental to their development; 
this propos81  should have no effect whatsoever on existing information -and 
consultation procedures in Member States based on  national  legislation and 
· practices.  The  idea  here  is  that,  under  the  subsidiarity  principle, ·only 
Community~scale  undertakings should be affected, inasmuch as Member States 
are,  in  the absence of provisions common to. all,  unable to make provision 
individually for transnational information and consultation procedures. 
I 
Of course,  the  mechanisms  for  informing  and  consulting  employees  which  the 
-proposed Directive seeks to create at the level of Community-scale undertakings or 
groups of undertakings are in no way  intended to prevent the coexistence and the 
development of  decentralized information and consultation practices which are in line 
· with current business practice or the specific needs of individual businesses. 
25.  __  . The Commission. proposal also covers cases where Community-scale undertakings or 
groups of undertakings have their headquarters outside the territory of th.e  Member 
State$.  Where this is the case, the Commission takes the view that such businesses 
should, be treated  in a  similar way  based  on either the representative agent of the 
·undertaking or group of undertakings or the undertaking with the highest ·number of 
,  .  employees in the territory of the Member States. 
26. .  Community-scale  undertakings  and  groups  of  undertakings  with  their  central 
·management in the United Kingdom will, of  course, be su~j  ect to the same obligations 
as  are imposed  on undertakings and  groups of undertakings from  non-Community 
countries. 
References to the "Member States" i'n the preamble and in the enacting terms (and in 
this explanatory memorandum) must of  course be taken to rriean the 11 Member States 
which have signed the Agreement on  Social Policy and which are the addressees of 
the proposed Directive.  ' 




The legal concepts of "controlled undertaking", "con.trolling undertaking" and 
. "representatives of the employees" 
J  .• 
ArtiCles  2  and  3 of the ·proposal  spell  out what is  meant by  the terms· 
11COntrolled 
undertaking", "controlling undertaking" arid "representatives ofthe.empl<)yees'' for the 
purposes  of ·.  this  Directive.  The  first  two  definitions ·  • are  based  on 
Council Directive 89/440/EEC  of 1.8  July  1989,.  amending  Directiv.e  71/305/EEC 
concerning coordination of procedures for the award of public works  contracts~
20>. 
'  .  .  '  ' 
The concept of "representatives of the employees" is taken from 'councit Directives . 
75/129/EEC ori collectiveTedundances and 77/187/EEC on transfers of\uidertakings. 
However,  unlike  the  above  Directives,  this  proposal  says  that,  where there  is no 
employees' representative,  the body of employees is entitled to· elect representatives 
on the special  negotiating body and  on  the European committee if the. absence of 
· representation is no fault of their own.  · 
Proposed approach 
,:  ..  -
'  .  ~ ·, 
29.  ·  As. indicated above, institution of  a European committee must; un(]er the term·s of  this 
Directive, result from a request put forWard' either by the central management of the 
undertaking or group of  undertakings, or by the employees or their representatives. In 
· other words, there can be no question of  imposing a committee from the outside. The 
approach proposed by the Commission gives ·employees' elected.representatives the 
chance, .  in the first instance, to decline ·setting up a European  committee·~· 
30.  The  Commission  feels  that it  would  be  desirable, to. strengthen  the·  requirements 
provided for ·in Article  5(1)  cortcemirig the comniencement of negotiations  ~t the 
workers' request,  ~ven  that the latest C<:mncil  text allows this to be done (as indeed 
'did  the  Commission's  initital  proposal)  by  two· employees  only.  It  would  ·seem 
appropriate to provide for a minimum number of applicants (at least· too employees 
or their repr~sentatlves from af  lea.St two undertakings. or establishments sitUated in at 
least two different Member States) with the power to commen.ce negoti·ations with a 
view to setting up a European committee or some other information ahd~coris'ultation 
procedure. .  ·  ·  · 
31.  Once neg~tiations  hav~  begun,· the concluding agreement between the two paities will; 
entirety· freely and  With~ut the provisions in the Annex being applicable;· define the 
nature, functions and powers and 'operating procedure of  a committee.  If  the need for 
a committee is apparent to all parties, the Commission takes the view that; under the 
principle  of. autonomy  of the  two  sides· of industry,  it is  up·  to  workers  and 
management to decide by agreement on the essential  characteris~ics of  the committee, 
including the possibility of  using exi'sting structures to this effect.  In fact, the_ decision 
may be not to set up a committee at all, without the mandatory alternative procedure 
having  to  comply  with  the  provisions  of the  Annex  either.  On ·this  point,  the 
Commission  now accepts the legitimate  points  made by the social  partners to the · 
effect that the existence of minimum provisions which would be applicable even in 
the event of  agreement being reached would constitute a totally unwarrantedviolation 
of their bargaining autonomy. 
. '(20)  OJ NoL 210,  2L7.1989, p.  L 
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The flexible approach proposed by the Commission reflects the need to bear in mind 
the special  situations of Community-scale undertakings and groups of undertakings 
and their employees, and is de~igned to ensure that such European committees are set 
up on the basis of agreement between the parties concerned. 
F.  Absence of agreement 
32.  It  may  happen  that,  after  negotiation,  the  parties  concerned  are  unable  to  reach 
agreement on the nature, functions and powers of the committee, or on its operating · 
procedure.  To .meet the  stated objective of ensuring information and consultation 
within Community-scale undertakings and groups of  undertakings in this situation, the 
proposal provides for a number of subsidiary requirements to be applied in this case 
(and in cases where the central management refuses to initiate negotiations within six 
months of the request being made,  and of  course in cases where the two sides so 
decide).  These are set out in the Annex to this Directive and form an integral part of 
it.  They  are  mainly  concerned  with  the  nature  and  content  of information  and 
consultation,  but also  deal  with  the  composition  and  operating  procedures of the 
committee  . 
. As regards these subsidiary requirements, the following points apply: 
On the question of competence, the requirements deal  with matters affecting 
Community-scale undertakings or groups ofundeitakings as such locat~  in the 
Community,  to the  exclusion of matters  covered by  national  legislation  or 
national practices in establishments or undertakings in the Member States, and, 
in the case of  undertakings or groups ofundertakingswith headquarters outside 
the· Community,  matters  relating  to establishments  or  undertakings located 
outside the Community.  Matters relating to information and consultation are 
defined in the spirit of the joint opinion adopted in March  1987 by the two 
sides  of  industry  at  Community  level  on  the  understanding  that  such 
consultation take place in good time.  The proposal does not provide for by-
pass procedures, nor does it lay  down a fixed period within which decisions 
subject to consultation cannot be put into practice in the absence of  an opinion 
on  the  part  of  the  employees'  representatives  on  the  committee.  The 
Commission takes the view that the desire for dialogue reflected in the setting 
up of a committee should lead to the two parties working ,naturally together in 
an  open and constructive atmosphere. 
1 
As  regards the  composition and operating procedures of the committee,  the 
frequency of meetings and its operating methods, the subsidiary requirements 
set out in the Annex are both modest and realistic in terms of  both the number 
of meetings  of the  committee  (at  least  one  information  and  consultation 
meeting per year) and the funding (borne by the Community-scale undertaking 
or group of undertakings).  It should be stressed that this approach reflects 
current practice on the part of undertakings and groups which have already set 
up  committees  of this  kind.  Given  the  substantial  advantages  that  such 
committees can bring for the two  parties in contributing to a better mutual 
flow  of information  and  a  constructive  dialogue,  it  seems  reasonable  to 
suppose  that .these  subsidiary  requirements  will  not  impose  a  significant 
additional burden on  central management - quite the opposite! 
13 33.  The  Commission  has  weighed  up  the  critical  ·remarks  made by. the  employers' 
organizations, which are wary of  the disrupting effect of  having too many consultation . 
meetings if  they had to be held every time there. was a decision in the offing which 
might have a significat1t effect:on employees' interests. At the same time, though, the 
Commission feels that the consultation of  workers is. an essential element in achieving 
the objectives of the. proposed Directive, at least in resPect ofparticularly important 
and  sensitives  decisions.  on. matters  like· relocation,  closures  and  collective 
redundanci'es. 
With a view to striking an acceptable balance, ·the Commission is now proposing that, 
in  addition to  the'  arinual  information. and  consultation  meeting  provided  for in 
paragraph  2  of the  Annex,  which  has  to  remain  the  most  important  means  ~f 
informing and consulting employees in Community-sCale undertakings and groups of 
undertakings, consultation meetings might also be ·held, in cases·Iike those mentioned 
above, with a restricted delegation ftom the European committee, viz.  the, executive 
committee, which has to be setup where the size of  the European committee:wa'rrants 
it - see paragraph  l(c) ofthe Annex).  Where the European committee·is not large 
eno~gh to justify the creation of  an executive committee, such meetings must be held 
with the European committee itself. This solution will make it possible to preserve the 
essential  objectives of the proposed Directive and to avoid the  e~cessive cost and 
cumbersomeness  of consulting  the  entire  committee  every  time· .  a  decision  ·is · 
.enVisaged. 
G.  Miscell~neous, provisions  . 
34.  The Commission's ,proposal  feature~ a number of provisions designed to ensure that 
the European committee· functions efficiently. 
These are primarily concerned with confidentiality.- i.e. the employees' representatives 
and the experts are required to respect the confidentiality of information received, and 
the Directive authorizes undertakings to withhold any infortnation which, if  disclosed, 
would  substantially  damage  their. business  interests.  Should  anyone  object ·that 
imposing confidentiality provisions of this kind runs counter to a genuine flow  of . 
. information.  and  would  .  make  the  other  side  "hostages"  to  management,  the 
· · Commission  would ·point  to. the  elements  of· "transparency"  and  mutual  respeCt 
benyeen the parties.· 
By the same token, however necessary the confidentiality provisions ate, their aim is 
not to encourage a systematic desire to "conceal" information.  European committees 
and  alternative  procedures for  informing and  consulting employees  can  only  work 
efficiently and,effectively for the information and consultation of employees if both 
sides agree to play the game.  On the basis of past experience in. existing committees, 
the Commission has every reason to believe that this will  work. 
· 35.  A number of provisions (Articles 9'to 12) are proposed with a  vi~wto establishing a 
principle of  cooperation between the central management and the European committee . 
(or  the  employees'  representatives  under  a  different  information  and  consultation 
procedure),  affording  protection  to  workers'  representatives,  ensuring  that  the 
Member States have provisions designed t6 see to it that the obligations arising from  - . 
14 .  . 
the Directive are discharged, and clarifying the relationship between the Directive and 
other Community and  national  legal  instruments on information and consultation of 
workers. 
3.6.  The  provision  introduced  by  the  Council  with  a view to  permitting the continued 
existence  of agreements  which  were  already  in  existence  in  Community-scale 
undertakings  and  groups  of undertakings  at  the  time  of entry  into  force  of the 
Directive,  and  making  provision  for  transnational  information  and  consultation 
procedures, is maintained.  However,  the Commission intends that  thes~ agreements · 
should not be affected by the entry into force of  the Directive unless the parties do not 
agree to renew them when they reach their expiry date.  The Commission feels that 
there should be no time limit to this rule.  ·  · 
H.  .  Legal basis 
37.  Article 2(1) of the Agreement on  Social  Policy  annexed to the Protocol on Social 
Policy, annexed in  tum tortlie Treaty establishing the European Community, provides 
.  that 
11with  a  vie:w  to  achieving  the  objectives of Article  1,  the  Community  shall 
support and complement the activities of the Member States in the following fields: 
(  ... )-the infoimation and consultation of workers
11
• 
Article 2(2) provides that, to this end, "the Council may adopt, by means of  directives, 
minimum requirements for gradual implementation, having regard to the conditions 
and technical rules applying in each of the Member States(  ... ) in accordance with the 
procedure referred to in Article l89c of the Treaty after consulting the Economic and 
Social Committee". 
This Article 2(2) constitutes the legal basis of this proposal. 
V.  Subsidiarity and cost 
38..  The main justification for this proposal lies in the fact that existing mechanisms and · 
procedures forth~  information and consultation of  workers at national level apply only 
within individual countries• legal systems, work only to the advantage of workers iq 
that country and are generally linked only to activities exercised within the national 
frontiers.  These national procedures are no longer compatible with the new decision-
making structures of major undertakings and groups of  undertakings operating across 
national frontiers. 
The added value of this proposal lies precisely in this complement to national legal 
frameworks,  instituting  at  Commu~ty level  a:  legal  system of information  and 
consultation of  workers in Community-scale undertakings and groups of  undertakings 
. which are at present outside this compartmentalized legal framework.  . 
·Given the transnational nature of  the reality addressed by this proposal, such a system 
can only be created at Community level. 
39·.  The impact of this proposal in terms of cost/benefit for undertakings and ·groups of 
undertakings  will  be  largely  positive,  given  that  the  additional  costs  per worker 
(maximum ECU 10 per year - see impact assessment form attached) are marginal and 
are certainly· substantially  lower than the benefits arising from  higher productivity 
15 (3) 
' associated  with  improved  labour  relations  in· the  undertakings  arid  groups  of 
undertakings addressed by this proposcil. 
VI.  · Conclusions 
. · 40.  In  th~ light .of the foregoing, the Commission considers that: 
· there  is  a  Community  need  to .  provide  for  procedures  for  informing and 
consulting, employees affected by corporate decisions taken by  a head-office · 
or controlling undertaking located outside the Member State in which they are 
employed  (and'therefore outside the  scope ofthe national  information and 
consultation rights which the employees concerned may have);  .  .  .  . 
·the measures required to  this end can only-be taken at Community 'level, as the 
· dimension and effects ot such measures extend· beyond national  bounda~es; 
at the request of one  or other of the parties,  and on  the basis of a written 
· agreement between ·them,-a European committee or some other appropriate 
procedure  must  be  responsible  for- imorming and  consulting  employees  on 
matters likely to be pf particular concern to' them;  .  . 
· in  the  event' of lack  of agreement,  it is important  that  cei-tain  subsidiary 
provisi~ns be applied regarding the composition, functions and  po~eis and the 
operating procedures and financial  resources of European committees. 
41.  ·By  presenting this ·proposal  to  the Council  and  requesting its adoption  as  soon  as 
'possibJe, bearing in mind the opinions ofthe European Parliament.andEconomic and 
Social .. Committee,  the  Commission feels  that· a  major  step  can ·be  taken  towards 
im'plementing  the Community  Charter of Fundamental  Social  Rights  of Workers, 
achleving the objectives set out ih the·Agreement on.Social Policy and pursuing the 
.  obj'ectives  Se1:  out in  th~. White Paper on competitiveness, growth and employment. 
.16· 
I  •. 
·/ Proposal for a 
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
. on the establishment of European committees or procedures in 
Community-scale undertakings and Community.:scale groups of uqdertakings 
.  for the purposes of informing and consulting employees 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to the  Agreement  o~ Social-Policy  ann~xed to the Treaty  establish~ng the 
European Community, and· in particular Article 2(2) thereof,  · 
Having regard· to the .proposal from the Commission(!>, 
In_cooperati_on with the European Parliament<
2>, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee<
3>, 
Whereas, on the basis of  the Protocol on Social Policy annexed to the Treaty establishing the 
European. Community,  the J9ngdom ·of Belgium,· the Kingdom  of Denniark,  the ·Federal 
Republic of Germany, the Helleriic_Republic, the Kingdom of Spain, the French Republic, 
In~land,  t_he  Italian  Republic;·  the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg,  the  Kingdom  of the · 
Netherlands and the Portuguese Republic (hereinafter referred to as "the Member States"), 
desirous of implementing the Social Charter of 1989, have adopted an Agreement on Social 
Policy; 
. 
Whereas,  pursuant.· to Article  1  of the  said  Agreement,  one  particular  objective  of the 
_  CommunitY and the Member States is to promote social  di~ogue at Community  level~ 
; 
Whereas  point  17, of the Community  Charter of Fundamental  Social  Rights  of Work~rs 
provides, .  inter alia.  that information,  consultation  and  participation  for  workers  must be 
developed  along  appropriate  lines;  taking  account  of the ·practices  in -force  in  different 
Meinber States; whereas the Charter. states that "this shall apply especially in companies or. 
groups of companies having establishments or companies in two or· more Member .States"; 
WhereaS  the  Commission',s  proposal  for  a  Council  Directive  on  the  establishment  of a 
Eu,rop~an Works Council irt Community-scale undertakings or groups of  undertakings for the 
purposes  of informing  and  consulting  em'ployees<
4>,.  as  amended<
5>,  did ·not achieve  the  ~ 
unanimity  required for its adoption despite the ·existence of a broad consensus among the 
majority· of Mem,ber  States~- · 
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17 Whereas the Commission; pursuant to Article 3(2) of the Agreement pn Social Policy, has 
consulted the  social  partners at  Community level  on. the  possible direction of Community 
action .on the information and  consul~tion of workers in Community-scale undertakings and 
groups of undertakings; 
Whereas the  Commission,  considering  after this  consultation  that  Community  action  was 
desirable,  has again consulted the social  partners  on  the content of the  planned proposal, 
pursuant to Article 3(3) of the said Agreement, and the social partners have presented their 
opinions ·to the Commission;  · 
. Whereas, following this second phase of consultation, the social partners have not informed 
the Commiss~on of their desire to initiate the procedure which might lead to the conClusion 
of agreemeQ.t,  as provided for in Article 4 of the Agreement; 
Whereas the completion of the internal market should generate a process of concentrations 
of undert(lkings,  cross-border  mergers,  takeovers,  joint  ventures  and,  consequently,  a 
transnationalization  of undertakings  and  groups . of undertakings;  whereas,  if economic 
activities are to develop in a harmonious fashion,  undertakings and groups of  undertakings 
operating in two or more Member States must inform and consult the representatives of  those 
. of their ~mplqyees that are affected by their decisions; 
·'  .  .  ·.  '  ' 
Whereas procedures for informing and consulting employees  ~s embodied in legislation or 
practiee.in the Member States are often not geared to the transnational structure of the entity 
· which takes the decisions affecting those employees; whereas this may  lead to the unequal 
treatment of employees affected by decisions within one and the same undertaking or group 
of un_dertakings; 
. Whereas appropriate provisions must be adopted to ensure that the employees of  Community-
scale  undertakings  or groups  of undertakings  are  properly  informed  and  consulted  when 
decisibns likely to affect them are taken in a Member State other than that in which they are 
employed;  ·  . 
.  Whereas, in_order to guarantee that the employees of undertakings or groups of undertakings 
operating in ~o  or more Member States are properly informed and consulted; it is necessary 
to set up European com'mittees Qr to create some other suitable procedure for the transnational 
information and consultation of employees;  .  · 
Whereas  it  is  accordingly  necessary  to  have  a  definition  of the  concept  of controlling 
undertaking relating solely to this Directive and not prejudging definitions of the concepts of 
group or ~ontrol which might be adopted in texts to be  ".~drafted in the future; 
{ 
Whereas the mechanisms for informing and  consulting employees in  such undertakings or 
groups  must  encompass  all  of the  establishments  or,  as  the  case  may  be,  the  group's 
.  undertakings located within the Member States, regardless of whether the undertaking or the 
group's controlling undertaking has its central management inside or outside the territory. of 
the ¥ember States; 
18 '  '  . 
Whereas, · ii1  accordance  with  the  prin~;iple  of autonomy · of the  parties,- it' is  fot  the 
representatives  of  ~mployees and  the  management  of the  undertaking  or  the·  group's 
controlling undertaking to determine by agreement the'nature; composition, powers, mode of 
operation, procedures and financial  resources of puropean committees or other information 
and consultation procedures so as to suit their own particular circumstances; .. 
Whereas, however, iri the event' of the central  management  r~fusing to initiate negotiations· 
or in the absence of agreement subsequent to such negotiations, pr,ovision should be made 'for · 
certain subsidiary requirements to apply  should the parties so decide; 
'  .  .  .  ~  .  ~- ·. 
Whereas,· moreover,. employees' represei1tatives may  decide not to seek the· settirig-up of a 
European committee or the parties concerned inay  decide  oil  an  alternative  procedure for 
informing and consulting employees;  .· 
·'  . 
Whereas, without prejudice to th_e  possibility of the parrles deciding otherwise, the European 
' committee set up in the absence of agreement between the parties must be kept  infonried and 
consulted  0~.  the activities .and projects of the undertaking or group of undertakings sci  th~t . 
it  may  assess  the  possible  impact  on  enipfoyees' ,interests;  whereas,  to  that ·erid,''the 
undertaking or controlling undertaking musf be required to comrilunicate to· the·· einploy.ees' 
.  appointed  representatives  general  information. C9nceining .  the ·interests  of employees  and 
information relating more specifically to those aspects of the activities and projects·· of the 
-undertaking or group ofundertakings'which are liable to affect employees' interests; whereas 
the European Committee must be able to deliver an opinion;  · · 
Whereas certain decisions having a particular effect- on the interests of  employees huisf be the 
subjeCt  of a  special. consultation of the  ~mployees' appo·inted  representatives  as  soon. as 
,  possible to enable them to deliver an opinion;  · ·  .,  · 
'. ,·!  . 
, Whet:eas the .information and  corisultatioii provisions laid down  in this Directive ·'must  be 
implemented in the case of an undertaking or a group's ·controlling undertaking which h~s its 
central management. outside the territory. of the Memb~r  States by its representative agent in. 
one  of the Member. States  or; in  the  absence  of such  an  agent,  by the establiShment: or 
.controlled undertaking  ~mploying  th~ greatest number of employees ~in the Meinber·States;-
....  :.· 
Whereas special treatment should be accorded to Commuirity-scale.undertakirigs arid  .. groups 
of unde-rtakings  in  which there exists,  at the time of entry into  for~::e of this Directive,  an 
. agreement providing for- the transnationai· information and consultation of em'ploy·ees;· · · 
Whereas the Member  St~tes must take appropriate measures· in the event of  failure to comply· 
with the obJigations imposed in this Directive,  · 
1-:.·. 
'  .  ' .. ·· 
19 HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 
1. 
.,·  Section 1:  General 
Article 1 
Objective· 
. The· purpose  of this  Directive  is  to  improve  the  right  to  information · and  to 
· ·  consultation of employees in  Community-scale undertakings and  Community-scale 
groups of undertakings. 
2.  ·  ·A European committee or a procedure for informing and consulting employees shall 
be established in every  Community-scale  undertaking  and  every  Community-scale 
group of undertakings, where requested in the manner set out in Article 5(1), with the 
·purpose of informing and consulting employees under the· terms, in the manner and 
:.  with the effects laid down in this Directive. 
\ 
3.  Notwithstanding paragraph 2, where a Community-scale group of  undertakings within 
the meaning of point (c) of. Article 2 comprises one or more undertakings which are 
Community-scale undertakings within the meaning of  points (a) or (c) of  that Article, 
a  European  committee  shall  be established  at  the  level  of the  group  unless  the 
agreements referred to in Article 6 provide otherwise. 
4.  Unless a wider scope is provided for in· the agreements referred to in Article 6, the 
powers and  competence of European committees and the scope of information and 
consultation  procedures  provided  for  by  this  Directive  shall,  in  the  case  of a 
Community-scale undertaking, cover all the establishments located within the·Member 
States  and,  in  the  case  of a  CommunitY-scale  group  of undertakings,  all  group 
undertakings located within the Member States. 
Article 2 
Definitions · 
1.  For the purposes of this Directive: 
(a)  "Community-scale  undert3king"  means  any  undertaking  with  at  least 
1 000 employees  within  the  Member  States  as  a  whole · and  at  least 
100 employees in each of at least two Member States; 
(b)  a  "group of undertakings"  means  a controlling undertaking and  its  controlled 
undertakings; 
(c)  "Community-scale group of undertakingsnmeans a group of undertakings with 
the following characteristics: 
- at least 1 ·000 employees within the Member States as a whole, 
20 at least two group undertakings in different Member States, and 
•'  .·. 
at  least  one  group  .  undertaking  with  at  ·least . 100  employ~es .  i~ . one 
Member State and another group undertaking with at least 100 employees in 
another Member State; 
(d).  ''employees' representatives" means the employees' representatives provided for 
by national law and/Or practice; .  · 
(e)  · i'central  management" means, the central management of the Community-scale 
undertaking or, in the case of a Commuility..;scale group of undertakings;. of the · 
controlling undertaking, or the representative agent referred to in Article 4(2); 
. \.: ... . 
(f}  "consultation"· means  the  exchange  of views  and  establishment of dialogue 
between employees' representatives and· central-management or any- other more 
appropriate level of management.  · ·  ·  ·  · 
2..  For the purposes  of this  Directive,  the  prescribed  thresholds  for  th~ size  of the 
workforce shall be based on the average number of employees, .including part-time.· 
employees, employed during the previous two years, caiculated according to national 
legislation and/or practice.  · ~  · 
3.  In co~pliance With the principles ~d  objectives of,the Directive,  ~d.  in so .far as the 
need arises, the Member States may establish special provisions to apply to the crews 
or' seagoing vessels, adapted to their particular working conditions  . 
. Article·  3  .  . .· 
Definition of "controllin& undertakine" 
.t  For the purposes of this Directive; "controlling undertaking" means an. undertaking 
which can exercise .  a dominant influence over another undertaking. ("the controlled 
undertaking") by virtue, for example, of  ownership, financiai participation or the rules:. 
·which govern _it.  ·  · 
2.·  The ability to exer~ise a dominant influence shall be presumed, without prejudice to 
proof  to the contrary, when, in rel~tiontoanother undert:¥Jng, an undertaking directly 
or indirectly:  · 
(a)  holds a majority of-that undertaking's subscribed capital, 
. (b)  controls a· majority of  the votes attached to that undertaking's issued share capital, 
or 
(c)  can ·appoint more than half of  the members of  that undertaking's.administrative, 
management or supervisory. 'body.  ·  ·.  · 
21 
'  .  I  ' . 3.  For the purposes of paragraph 2,  a controlling undertaking's rights as regards voting 
and appointment shall include the rights of  any other controlled-undertaking and those 
of any person or body acting  i~ his or its own name but on behalf of the controlling 
undertaking or of any other controlled undertaking. 
4.  Notwithstanding  paragraphs  1 and  2,  an·  undertaking  shall  not be deemed to be a 
"controlling undertaking" with respect to another undertaking in which it has holdings 
where the former undertaking is a company referred to in Article 3(5)(a) or (c) of 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89<
6>  •. 
5.  A dominant influence shall  not be presumed to be exercised solely by virtue o:( the 
fact  that  an  office  holder  is  exercising  his  functions,  according  to  the  law of a 
Member State relating to liquidation, winding up, insolvency, cessation of payments, 
compositions or analogous proceedings.  · 
6.  The law applicable in order to determine whether an  undertaking is a  "controlling 
undertaking" shall be the law of the Member State which governs that undertaking. 
Where the law governing that undertaking is not that of a Member State,  the law 
applicable  shall  .be  the  law  of the  Member State  within  whose  territory  the 
representative agent of  the undertaking or, in the absence of such an agent, the central 
management  of the .  group · undertalcing  which  employs  the  greatest  number  of 
employees in the Community is situated ..  .  .  . 
7.  Where, in the case of  a conflict of laws in the application of paragraph 2, two or more 
undertakings  from  a  group  satisfy  one  or  more  of the  criteria  laid  down  in that 
•  paragraph, the undertaking which satisfies the criterion laid down in point (c) thereof 
shall  be. regarded  as  the  controlling  undertaking,  without  prejudice  to proof that 
another undertaking is able· to exercise a dominant influence.  · 






Responsibility for the establishment of a European committee or an 
employee information  and consultation procedure 
The central management shall  be responsible for creating the conditions -and  means 
necessary  for  the  setting  up  of a  European  committee  or ·an  information  and 
consultation  procedure  as  provided  for  by  this  Directive  in  respect  of  a 
Community-scale undertaking or a Community-scale group of undertakings. 
Where  the  central  management  is .  not  situated  in  a  Member  State,  the  central 
management's representative agent in a Member Statt?, to be designated if necessary, 
shall carry out the responsibility referred to in paragraph  1. 
OJ No L 395, 30.12.1989, p.  1. 
22 In the absence.of such an  agent, the management of the establishment or the central 
management of the group undertaking employing.the.greatest number of employees· 
in any one .Member State. shall bear the responsibility referred to in i.Jru:agraph  1. 
Article 5 
· Special negotiating body·  · 
.  .  .  .  . 
1.  The central manag~ment  shall initiate negotiatio~s for the establishment 'ofa European · 
committee or an infom1ation and ·consultation procedure on its own initiative or ~t the 
written  request  of at least  100  employees  or their representatives  in  at  ieast two· 
undertakings or establishments in at least two different Member States. 
.  .  ' 
·  2.  The special  negotiating body shall  be coll1posed  in accordance· with the following 
guidelines:  ·  · 
(a)  .. ·The Me!llber States shall  determine the method to be used for ,the election or 
appointment  of the members  of the  special  negotiating  body  who are  to  be 
elected or appointed in their tefi1tories.  .  ·  · 
Member·  States  ~hall  provide  that  employees  in  undertakings  and/or 
. establishments in which there are· no employees' representatives through no fault 
of ·their  own, · have  the  right  to ·elect  or  appoint  members  of the  special 
negotiating body. 
, ,,,,  (b),.-Tfte special.n.egotiating.body shall have a minimum of three and a maxirriurri of 
. " ,  ·.: 17_.members}  '  ·  . .  ·  . 
(c)  In ,these elections or·appointments,'it must ~e ensured: 
.  . 
'"  first, that each Member .State in which the Community-scale undertaking has 
one  or  more  establishments  or  in  which  the  Community-scale  group  of 
undertakings  has  the. controlling  undertaking  or  one  or  more  controlled 
undertakings is represented by one member;  · 
. -·  secondly, that there are SUPIJlementary. members in proportion. tO· the number 
of  employees working in the establishments, the controlling undertaking or the 
c9ntrolled undertakings as laid down J:?y  the le.gislation :of the Member State 
.within the territory of which the central management is  situat~d. 
(d)  The central: managemen.t  shall  be informed of the composition  of the  special 
.negotiating body.  ·  ·  · 
3.  The  special negotiating body  shall have the task  of determining,  with· the  central 
· management, by written agreement; the· scope, composition, powers and term of office 
of the European cominittee(s) or the arrangements for implementing .a procedure for 
.the information and consultation· of employees.  ·  · 
4. ·  With. a view to the conclusion of an  agreement  in accordance  with  Article  6,  the 
central  management shall  convene a meeting with the  special  negotiating body .. It 
shall inform· the local managements accordingly·. 
,  ,  I  . 
.  .  l  . 
23 For the purpose of the negotiations, the special negotiating body  may  be assisted by 
experts of its choice. 
5.  The special  negotiating body may decide,  by  at least two-thirds of the votes, not to 
open  negotiations in  accordance with  paragraph 4,  or to terminate the negotiations 
already opened. 
Such a  decision  shall  stop  the procedure to conclude the agreement  referred to in 
Article 6.  Where such a decision has been taken, the provisions in the Annex shall · 
not apply. 
A hew request to convene the special negotiating body may be made at the earliest 
within two  years  of the abovementioned  decision unless the  parties  concerned lay 
down shorter periods. 
6.  Any expenses relating to the negotiations referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4 shall be 
borne by the central management so as to enable the special negotiating body to carry 
out its task in an appropriate manner. 
Article 6 
Content of the agreement 
1.  . The central  management and the special  negotiating body must negotiate in a spirit 
of cooperationwith a view'to reaching an agreement. 
2.  · Without prejudice to the autonomy of the parties, the agreement drawn up in writing 
between the central management and the special negotiating body shall  determine: 
(a)  the  sccfpe  and  the composition  of the European  committee(s),  the number of 
members, the allocation of seats, the election procedures and the term of office; 
. (b)  the functions and powers of the European  committee(s)~ 
'  (c)  the procedure for informing and consulting the European committee(s); 
(d)  the venue, frequency and duration of meetings of the European committee(s); 
(e)  the financial and material resources to be allocated to the European committee(s); 
(t)  the duration of the agreement and the procedure for its renegotiation .. 
3.  The central management and the special negotiating body may decide, in writing, to 
establish an information and consultation procedure instead of  a European committee. 
The  agreement must  stipulate ·by  what method the  employees'  representatives shall. 
have the right to meet to discuss the information conveyed to them .. 
4.  The agreements referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 shall not, unless  provision is made · 
otherwise, be subject 'to the subsidiary requirements of the Annex. 
24 5.  For the  p~rposes of concluding the agreements referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3, the 
·special negotiating body shall act by a majority of its members. 
.  . 
Subsidiary requirements 
.1.  Where the central management and the special negotiating body so decide or if the 
'  central  management . refuses .  to  commence  negotiations  within  six  months  of the • 
request referred to in Article 5(1 ), or if, after two years from the date of this request, 
they are unable to conclude an agreement as  laid down in Article 6 and .the special 
·.  negotiating body has. not taken the decision provided for in· Article 5(5), the subsidiary 
requirements laid down by. the legislation of the Member State in which the central 
·management is situated shall apply. 
· 2.  The subsidiary requirements. referred to in paragraph 1 as adopted in the legislation 
of the Member State must at least satisfy the provisions set out in the Annex. · 
Section m: Miscellaneous provisions 
Article 8 · 
Confidential information 
1.  . Member States  shall  provide  that  members  of special  negottatmg  bpdies  or  of 
European committees and the experts who assist them are not authorized to reveal any 
· information which has expressly been provided to them in  ~onfidence. 
.  .  . 
The same shail apply to employees' representatives in the framework of  an information_ 
.  and consultation procedure.  · 
\ 
.  .  . 
· This obligation shall continue to apply; wherever the persons referred to in the first 
and second subparagraphs are, even after the expiry of their ten:ns of office. 
·  · 2.  ~Each Member State shall provide, in specific cases and under the conditions and limits 
laid down by national legislation, that the central management situated in its territory 
need  not transmit  information  when  its natUre  is such  that  it  would  be seriously 
prejudicial to any of the undertakings affected.  ·  ·  · 
A Member State may make such derogation subject to  prior adminfstrative ot judicial. 
-authorization.  · 
25 Article 9 
Operation of European committees or information and consultation procedures 
The central management and· the European committee shall ·work i9  a spirit of cooperation 
with due regard to their .reciprocal rights and obligations. 
· The  Same  shall  apply  to  cooperation  betWeen  the  central  management  and  employees' 
representatives· in the framework of an information and consultation procedure.  ' 
Article 10 
Protection of employees'representatives 
Members of special  negotiating bodies,  members of European committees and  employees' 
representatives exercising their functions under the procedure referred to in Article 6(3) shall, 
in the exercise of their functions,  enjoy  the same  protection and  guarantees  provided for 
. employees'.  representatives· by the national legislation and/or practice in force in their country 
of employment, especially as regards attendance  ~t meetings of special negotiatilig bodies or 
E~ropean committees or any other meetings within the framework of the agreement referred 
tO  in -,Article  6(3),  and  the payment  Of wages for  members  Wh()  are  On  the  Staff of the 
Comful.mity.:.scale undertaking or the CommunitY-scale group of undertakings for the period 
·of absence necessary for the performance of their duties  .. 





Compliance with this Directive .. 
.  \ 
Each Member State  shall  ensure that the  management  of establishments  or group 
undertakings situated within its territory and their employees' representatives or, as the 
case  may  be,  employees  abide  by  the  obligations  laid  down  by  this  Directive, 
regardless of whether or not the central management is situated within its territory. 
Member States shall ensure that the information on the number of employees referred 
to in points (a) and (c) of  Article 2(1) is made available by undertakings at the request 
of the parties concerned by the application of this Directive. · 
Member States  shall  provide  for  appropriate  measures  in  the  event  of failure  to 
comply with this Directive and shall in particular ensure that ·adequate administrative 
· or judicial  procedures· are  available  to  enable  _the  obligations  deriving  from·  this 
Directive to be enforced. 
Where Member. States apply Article 8,  they  shall  make provision for administrative 
or judicial appeal procedures which the employees' representatives may initiate whe11 
the management requires confidentiality or does not give information in accordance 
with that Article.  · 
26 Article 12 
Link betw.een  thi~. Directive-and other provisions. 
I:  This· Directive shall· apply without prejudice to measures-taken pursuant  to·Coun,~il 
Directive 75/129/EEC(7) and, to .Council Directive 77/187!EEc<
8>.  . 
I·  '  '• 
2.  .This  Directive  ~hall not  prej~diCe  empl~yees' existing  rights  to  information  ~nd 
· coQ~ultation under na~onal legislation. 
3.  This Directive  shall  not  affect  Member States'  right  to  apply  or  introduce  laws, 
· regulations oi administrative provisions which are.more favourable to employees or 
to allow or give .priority to the application ofcollective agreements which are more 
favourable to employees.  ·  · · · 
. Article 13 
Agr~ements in force.· 
.  ..  '  .  ~· 
;·-r_;.,  ,, 
1.  Without prejudice to para~ph.  2, the obligatiot:ts arising frQm  this Directive sh;all :pot 
apply to Commimify-scale undertakings or groups of undeftakings in which, on  ·the 
, . date laid down in Article 1.4(1) for the transposition of this DireCtive 'or the  d,ate.~of · 
its  transposition  in  the  Member  State in question,  where  this  is  earlier  th~n _the 
abovementioned date, there· is already ·an  agreement providing for t4e transnational 
information and consultation of employees.·  · 
2.  When the agreements referred,toi1_1 paragraph 1 expire, .the parties to these agreements 
may decide jointly to n:ine~ them. Where this is not·-the case, the provisions of this 
Directiv~ shall apply.  .  ·  ·  · 
Article 14 
Final provisions 
Member States  shall  bring  into' force  the  laws,  regulations  and  administrative  provision~ 
necessary to comply With this Directivewithin twoyears of  its entry into fore~ or shall ensure 
by that date at the latest thatemployers and workers' representatives introduce the requir~d · 
provisions by way of agreement, the Member States being obliged to take the necessary steps 
enabling them at all times· t()  gu¥antee the results  imposed  by  this Directive.  They  shall 
immediately  inform th~ Commis~1on thereof..  · 
' 
When ,Member States adopt these provisions, these shall contain a reference to this Directive 
or shall  be accompanied by  such reference· at the time of their official  publication.  -The 
procedur~ for suth reference shall be' adopted by Member .States .. ·  ·  . 
(7) 
(8) 
OJ NoL 48, 22.2.1975, p.  29. 
oj No L 61,  5.3.1'977, _p.  26. 
27 Article 15 
Review by the Commission 
Seven years after the adoption of this Directive, the Commission shall  review its operation 
and, in particular, examine whether the workforce size thresholds are appropriate with a view 
to proposing suitable amendments, where necessary. 
Article 16 
This Directive shall enter into force ori the twentieth day following that of its publication in 
the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
Article 17 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
28 
For the Council 
·.The President ANNEX TO THE DIRECTIVE 
SUBSIQIARY· REQUIREMENTS_ 
I.  · The. establishment,  composition  and  competence  of a. European  committee  shall  be~ 
. governed by the following rules: 
(a)  . The competence of  the Europ-ean q)mmitteeshall be li~ited to those matters which 
concern  the  Community-scale  undertaking  or_· Community-scale  group  of 
undertakingsas a whole or at least two of  its establishments or group undertakings 
situated in different Member States: . 
In the case of undertakings or groups of  ~ndertakings referred- to in ArtiCie.4(2), 
the  competence  of the  European  committee  shall. be· limited  to those  matters 
· concerning  all their  establishments  or  group  undertakings  situated  withiri  the 
Member  States  o~ concerning· at  least ·two  of their  establishments  or  group 
undertakings situated in different Member States. 
(b)  'rhe European committee shall b~  composed of  ethpl oyees of  the Communi  ty:..scale-'  · 
undertaking or Communit)r-scate group of  undertakings elected or appointed from  · 
their number by the employees' representatives or, in the absence theroof, by the 
(c) 
(d) 
. entire body of employees.  · 
\  '  .  . 
The  election  or appointment of members of the European  committ~e shall  be 
carried out in accordance with national legislation and/or practice. 
'  '  . 
The European committee shall have a minimum Qf 3 members and a maximum 
of 3Q  .. It shall  elect  a  chairman  and,  where its  size· warnmts  it,  an  executive 
committee from  among its  members,  comprising  at .most a  chairman  and  four:_ 
members. It  shall adopt its own rules of  procedure. 
In the election or appointment of members of.th.e European committee, it must be  · 
ensured: .  - .  .  .-. 
firstly, that each Member State in ·which the Community-scale undertaking has 
one ·or more  e~tablishments or. in  which  the ·Community-scale  group  of 
·.  undertakings  has  the  controlling  undertaking  or  one, or more  controlled 
·  u~dertakings is ·-represented ·by one member; 
secondly, that there are supplementary members in proportion to the number 
of  employees working in the establishments, the controlling undertaking or the 
controlled undertakings as laid down by the higislation of the Member State 
within the territory of which-the central management is situated. 
-(~)  The  .central  man~gement  shall  be  informed  of  the  composition  of  the 
European committee. 
29-(f)  If, at the end of this procedure, the nuii1ber Qf employees' representatives on the 
European  committee  is  less  than  30,  those  establishments  or  controlled 
undertakings which did not obtain members under subparagraph (d) shall elect or 
appoint a member. 
(g)  Four years after the European committee is established it shall deliberate as to the 
renegotiation of the agreement referred to in Article 6 .or the continued application 
of the provisions in this Annex. 
Articles 6  and  7  shall  apply,  mutatis  mutandis,  if a  decision has been· taken to 
negotiate an agreement according to Article 6 and "special negotiating body" shall 
be replaced by "European committee". 
2. .  The European committee shall  have the right to meet with the central management at 
. least once a year, to be informed and consulted: on the basis of a report drawn up by the 
central management, of  the progress of  the business of  the Community-scale undertaking 
or·community-scale group of  undertakings and of its prospects.  The local managements 
··shall be informed accordingly. 
Such  information  shall  relate  in  particular  to  its  structure,  economic  and  financial 
situation,  the  probable development of the  business  ~d of production and  sales,  the 
employment situation and probable trend, investment projects,  and substantial changes 
concerning the organization,  the introduction of new working _methods  or production 
processes, transfers of production, cut-backs or closures of undertakings, establishments 
or important parts thereof, or collective redundancies. 
3.  Where there are exceptional circumstances affecting employment, more particularly in 
the  event  of relocations,  the  closure  of establishments  or undertakings  or collective 
redundancies, the executive committee of the European committee  - or, where there is 
no such executive committee, the committee itself - shall have the right to meet, at its 
request,  the central management,  or any  other more appropriate level of management 
within the Community-scale group of undertakings, with a view to being informed and . 
consulted on any measure liable to have a. considerable effect on the employees' interests. 
This information and consultation meeting shall  take place as  soon as  possible on the 
basis of a report drawn up by the central management  or any other appropriate level· of 
the management of  the Community-scale group of undertakings, on which the European 
committee may put fol-ward  an opinion within a reasonable time. 
This meeting shall not affect the prerogatives of the central management. 
4.  The European committee or itsexecutive committee shall be entitled to meet before any 
meeting with the central management, without the management concerned being present. 
5.  The  members  of the  European  committee  shall  be entitled to inform  the employees' 
representatives at establishment or at group undertaking level or, in the absence thereof, 
the body of employees, of the content and outcome of the information and consultation 
procedure carried out in accordance with this Annex.  · 
6.  The European  committee may be assisted  by  experts of its  choice,  insofar as  this  is 
necessary for it to carry out its tasks.  -
30 7  .. ··The  operating  expenses  of the  European  committee  shall  be  borne  by. the  central· 
management. 
'  '  ' 
·The central management conce~ed  shall provide the members of  the European committee 
with ·such  financial  and material -resources  as  .enable  them  to meet and  perform their 
duties in an appropriate manner~ 
''• 
. In particular, the  c~st of organising meetings and 'arranging for interpretation facilities 
and the accommodation aild  trav~iling expenses of members of the European committee . 








SUMMAI{Y 0}? CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED  . 
DURING THE FIRST CONSULTATION OF SOCIAL PARTNERS 
I.  . The Commissfon of  the European Communities consulted the social partners on the basis . 
of Article 3(2) of the Agreement on  Social Policy appended to the Maastricht Social 
·.Protocol on  th~ topic referred to. 
.  .  .'  .  .  .  .  . 
The organizations listed in Point II of this Annex sent contributions to the Commission,· 
whose content is summarised below.  ·  ·  · 
.  . 
(a)  On the feasibility and advisability of Community action on worker information and 
consultation . procedures  in  multinational  groups  and  companies,  all  the 
organizations consulted' agreed that there was a Q.eed  for  appropriate employee . 
consultation and information machinery in transnational concerns.  But there is a 
difference of approach between the employers'  .. organizations. and. the trade union 
confederations: the latter implicitly endorse the principles and rules set out in the 
text  which  the  Belgian  Presidency  submitted  to  the  Member  States  at  the. 
Employment and Social Affairs Council on 12 October 1993, and which met with 
a broad consensus of the Eleven, whereas the employers' organizations prefer a 
broader voluntary approach which deviates in some respects from  the proposals 
made in the text (see below). Of  the employers' organizations consulted, HOTREC, 
the ACE, the UEAPME and Eurocommerce believe that Community action in this 
field is not appropriate.  · 
(b)  On the possibilities for negotiating an agreement betWeen the social  partners.  in 
accordance With Article 4 of the Agreement on Social Policy, UNICE ~d  CEEP . 
were  willing  to  begin  negotiations  with · ETUC,  while  other . employers' 
organizations  preferred  not  to.  state  their ·position  tiritil . the  second  stage  of 
. consultation. ETUC did not pronounce on this topic. · The CEC said that they were 
'open  to negotiations,  particularly  within  the  scope  of Article 2.2 of the  social 
agreement (Directive).  UEAPME. has declared that - were the Commission to 
· decide. that Community action was necessary - an  agreeJl]ent betWeen  the social 
partners was the most appropriate solution. 
(c)  On  the  feasibility  and  advisability  of proposing Community  legislation  under 
Article 2(2) of the Agreement on Social Poiicy, ETUC's verdict was favourable, 
taking the view,  as  mentioned above,· that the proposal  should be  based on  the 
Belgian Presidency's text.  In ·general,. the  employers'  organizations expressed a 
preference for a Recommendation, but were prepared to accept a more binding act 
: of Community  legislation  (Directive)  as  a  last resort. ·The  exceptions  were 
HOTREC, the ACE and UEAPME who were opposed to any form of Community 




On the subject of restricting the scope of proposals to large concerns or groups of 
companies operating in several Member States, the organizations consulted were 
1 
· g~nerally in favour, but did not mention any size limits or other conditions, apart 
from UEAPME and EUROCOMMERCE, which suggested a threshold of 10 000 
full-time workers over the whole group and at least 1 000 in at least two Member 
States.  The CEC would like to clarify the proposal's field of application to small 
and medium. transnational companies. 
On  the  subject· of channelling  information  and  consultation  procedures  via 
appropriate machinery or by way of  alternative procedures, the employers generally 
felt that procedures should be adapted to suit the real situation and the structure 
of the company  or group and  based on  voluntary Cooperation,  without binding. 
standard  procedures  laid  down  by  Community  legislation.  Although  there  was 
broad acceptance that minimum binding requirements would have to be laid down 
if no agreement could be reached,  it was felt  that any  requirements should be 
sufficiently flexible to safeguard the abovementioned principle.  · 
On the advisability of concluding an agreement on the powers. area of competence 
and mode of  functioning of  the of  the information and consultation machinery. or. 
in the absence of an agreement laying down the minimum requirements, ETUC 
and the CEC implicitly endorsed the princjples and rules outlined in the Belgian 
Presidency text; UNICE .and CEEP emphasised that information and consultation 
arrangements should depend on voluntary' cooperation, and the agreements reached 
· should not form part of rules laid down in the statutes. Since UNICE, CEEP and 
the other· employers' organizations listed in the Annex, apart from HOTREC and 
EUROCOMMERCE, accepted that minimum requirements could be laid down in 
the absence of an  agreement,' the Community  legislation  should be sufficiently 
flexible in this respect to allow companies and groups to adapt the procedures to 
their  structure.  According  to  UNICE~ these  minimum  requirements  should 
state that 
'information and consultation of workers or their representatives is carried out 
. by the employer, especially at local level; 
the employer is  obliged to provide information at  least once a year on the 
functioning of the company or group; 
consultation  takes  place  on  all  transnational  matters  liable  to  have  serious 
consequences for workers' interests; 
CEEP wishes the general information and consultation obligations to include 
in addition the obligation to hold a dialogue with workers' representatives on 
all  topics of general interest liable to have consequences for the personnel of 
two ot more establishments in different Member States of  the European Union. 
34 II.  . ASSOCIATIONS. FEDERATIONS AND CONFEDERATiONS 
WHICH WERE CONSUL  TED. 
AECM (Associati6n europeerme des classes moyennes)  _ 
BIPAR ~ureau International des producteurs d'assurances et de reassurances) 
C.E.C. (Confederation Europeeime des Cadr::es)  .  __ ·..  .  . 
- C.E.E.P. (Centre Europeen des Entreprises a  Participation Publique) 
C.E.S. (Confederation Europeeruie des Syndicats) et ses, comites syndicaux . 
. COPA (Comites des organisations professiorinelles agricoles de Ia CE) 
ECSA. (Eur()pean ShipoWI1ets Associa1:ion)  .  · 
European Federation of Banks 
European Savirig Banks Gioups 
EUROCOMMERCE (Retail, Wholesale and International Trade Representation to  th~  EC) · · 
et d'autres organisations patronales  .  . 
· . FIEC (Federation de l'Industri~ europeenne d~ Ia construction) 
·l)EAPME (Union Europeenne de i'Artisanat et des·petites etMoyennes Entreprises) 
. UNICE (Union des Confederations de-l'Indu'strie et des Employeurs d'Europe (EC) et ses 
. organisations' sectorielles '  . 
..,  E.R.A. (European Regional Airlines Association) 
- - ACCA (Association of Chcu"ter Companies Airlines) 
ACCI Europe (Airports Council International)  · 
A.C.E. (Abelag Aviation) 
A.E.A. (Association of European Airlines). 
IRU (International Road' Transport Union)  . 
UNIF (Union Intemationale de la Nayigation Fluyiale) 
Groupe des Assistants Communaute des Chemins de.Fer Emop6ennes. · , : 
HOTREC (Confederations des Associations Nationciles d6l'Hotellerie et de Ia restauration 
de laCE)  · 
Groupement des Banques Cooperatives de Ia CE 
LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS WHICH. SENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
COMMISSION ON THE CONSULTATIONDOCUMENT 
· Association_.of Cooperative Banks of the EC 
. CEC (European federation of managerial staff) 
CEEP (European Centre of Enterprises with Public Participation) 
ECSA (European Community ShipoWI1ers Association)  .  . 
Employers'  Group  of  the  Committee of Agricultural. Organizations in the EEC  (COPA-
COGECA)  .  . 
ETUC (European Trade- Union Confederation) 
Eurochambres 
_EUROCOMMERCE (Retail, Wholesale and International. Trade Representatio~ to the EC) · 
European Federation of Banks 
· FIEC (European Construction Industry Federation) · 
HOTREC .(Committee of the Hotel and Restaurant Industry in the EC) 
UEAPME (European Union of Crafts and Sma!J_ and Medium-Sized Enterprises) 
35 European Savings Banks Group 
IRU (Internation~ Road Transport Union) 
ACI Europe (Airports Co,uncil  International) 
Euro-Fiet (European Regional organization of the International Federation· of Commercial, 
Clerical, Professional and Technical Employees) 
Community of European Railways 
ACE (The European Community's Independent Airline Association) 
AEA (Association of European Airlines) 
36 ANNEX II 
The Commission  cons~lted the social partners at Community level between 8 February and 
30 March 1994, pursuant to Article 3(3) of  the Agreement 011  Social Policy. To that end, the 
Commission sent them a consultation document which included a draft proposal for a Council 
Directive, and asked-them to present whatever remarks or suggestions they found appropriate. 
They were also asked-to inform the Commission of their intention to initiate the procedure _ 
provided  for in Article 3(  4) of that Agreement,  aimed  at  negotiating  and  concluding  an 
agreement between them.  - -
The answers received by the Commission by 30 March ·1994 were as follows: 
ETUC (EUROPEAN TRADE UNION CONFEDERATION) 
ETUC  informed  the Commission  of  i~s initiative  to "propose'- to UNICE  and  CEEP  an 
exploratory  debate  aimed  at ·testing  the  possibility  of initiating  negotiations  to  reach  an 
agreement". 
- -
ETUC considers that its efforts failed •idue to the fact that UNICE and CEEP were· not able · 
to commit themselves unreservedly arid unambiguously on the ess'ential elements which would 
ensur~ the exercise of the right (to transnational information and consultation)". 
ETUC thinks that the Commission should initiate the  legi~lative procedure according-to the' 
provisions of the Agreement on Social' Policy,  on  the_  basis of "the Belgian compromise,-
.  which has already achieved a political consensus".- -
UNICE  (UNION  OF  INDUSTRIAL  AND  EMPLOYERS'_- CONFEDERATIONS 
OF EUROPE) 
.  .  .  .  . 
UNICE acknowledges that its. efforts to "take this issue to the negotiating table have failed
11 
-_  but says that the offer to the ETUC remains open. 
'  -
Regarding the consultation document of  .8  February  1994,  UNICE 
11much appreciates the  -
greater  flexibility  introduced_  by  the  Commission  in  its  text;  which  is  a  considerable 
improvem~nt on  previous  drafts".  Nevertheless,  UNICE. considers  that  this textremains 
ilnacceptable  because it "requires  companies  to  set. up  a  special,  centralised  structure  to-
negotiate mechanisms for information and consultation ... and the minimum provisions of  the 
Annex will in most casesserve as a starting point for any negotiations,.and thus will bias the 
outcome in favour of centralized, rigid and bureaucratic structures  ..  -~". 
.  .  '  .  .  '  .  .  .  . 
In its detailed comments, UNICE raises, among  others~ the following issues: 
.  -
.  .  ,  . 
the subsidiary threshold in Article 2(1) should be raised to 200 employees; 
the provisions related exclusively and expressly to-the UK should be deleted; 
the central  management should have the possibility to delegate to a more appropriate 
level of management its obligations and duties under this Directive;_ 
part-time employees should be included pro rata temporis;  _  ·  _  . 
the  crews  on seagoing  vessels  and  employees  of undertakings  pursuing  the  aim  of-
- ideological. guidance with respect t9  informatiofi and expression of opinion  should be· 
excluded from the Directive;  · 
37 the provisions which give experts the right tq participate in the· meetings and comply. 
employers to pay for'their activities should be deleted; 
there should be no faculty  for the Memb~r States to establish subsidiary  requirements 
· more favourable to the workers than the ones of the Annex;. 
:- prior administrative or legal authorization should not be require9 to withhold prejudicial 
information;  · 
acceptance  of the  principle of the  non-application of the  provisions  of the Annex to 
. voluntary agreements and existing agreements; 
companies that do not want to negotiate should be able to refuse and thereby only be 
subject to the minimum requirements;  · 
the Annex  should be entirely suppressed and replaced by  a formula similar to the qne 
which  has  been  introduced  in  Article  2(4)  of Directive  75/129/EEC  (collective 
redundancies) by Directive 92/56/EEC. 
CEC(EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF MANAGERIAL STAFF) 
CEC supports the objectives of the directive and the specific solutions provided for in the· 
consultation document, subject to the following remarks: 
the. wording "mechanisms for informing and consulting" should be replaced by another 
expression more related to a definite structure;  · 
managerial staff should have the ri"ght to be represented in the negotiating bodies and in 
the structures for informing and consulting;  . 
the  provision  which · provides  for  an  obligation  to  invite  the  management  and  the 
employees of the undertakings in the UK is welcome; 
the. threshold in Article 2(1) should.be reduced to 50 employees; 
the requirements  relating to the  initial  demand  to initiate  negotiations  should  not be 
reinforced; 
Article 7 should provide for a one-:year negotiation period; 
the provisions of the Annex relating to consultation should be mentioned directly in the 
Directive. 
EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF BANKS 
The European Federation of Banks holds the view that information and consultation of staff. 
are beneficial both for employees and for the institution itself. Nevertheless, it reaffirms its 
preference  for  a  recommendation  and  for  the  setting-up  of information  and  consultation 1 
mechanisms "as close as possible to the employee's workplace". It welcomes "the introduction 
of a certain amount of flexibility into the body of the Directive". · 
The'main criticisms from the Federation regarding the consultation document are as follows: 
7  the  ·Annex,  which  imposes  a  ·"rigid  and  centralized  structure  for  information  and 
consultation" should be deleted; 
the thresholds in Article 2(1) should be raised to 150 employees; 
Article 5(5) should provide for a majority of votes and not two thirds of votes; 
the confidentiality clause and the possibility to withhold information should be reinforced. 
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I ·~  ... 
'<  ,. 
HOTREC (COMMITTEE. OF TilE .  HOTEL AND  RESTA~T  INDUSTRY. IN. 
~~- ...  .  .  .  . 
·HOTREC reaffirms its previous· opposition t<?.theCommission's initiative. It emphasizes in 
particular now  its ·strong opposition to the i~clusion of  p~.:.time workers in the thresholds tn .  , 
~~~- ..  .  ..... 
.  EUROCOMMERCE.:. THE RETAIL~  WHOLESALE AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE  •. 
REPRESENTATION TO THE EUROPEAN UNION .  I  .• 
'  ·- .  .  ~·- __.- .  '.  .  . .  .  .  .  '  .  _.  '  ..  . .  \ 
El}ROCOMMERCE reaffi,rms its previous position;· emphasizing now the foll6wing issues: 
.  ~  .  .  .  '  ..  .,..  '·  '  .  .  . 
· .  only employees should be authoriUd to participate in the· negotiations and in the  resulti~g 
·  structui~s or procedures;  ~  ·  .  . · · · .  .· ·  .  .  ·  · 
part-time workers should be'  considered pro·rata tempons: .  . 
the cons-Ultation requirement should be suppressed or, atlea8t,jtshould be clear that the· 
· consultationshoUld not automatically precede th~ adoption· of  decision~._  .  ·  ·.  .  · 
,  .._  f  •  I  '  '  '• 
AEA· (ASSOCIATION: OF EUROPEAN AIRLINES) . 
AEA is C()mpletely against any form of'  CommUnity ·intervention in· the 'field of information  · 
and consultation of  workers, on the baSis of subsidiarity..  · 
LIST: OF: ORGANIZATIONS WinCH WERE CONSULTED 
·IN THE  SECOND~STAGE  CONSULTATION,  . 
.  .  . 
UNICE (U11ion of lnd~at  arid Employers'  Confederatio~s of  Eu~ope) 
. CEEP (Centre ~utopeen  .des.Entreprises a  Participation Publique) 
ETUC (European Trade Union· Confederation) •  .  ·  · 
European  Association · of Ciaft,  Small. ·and  Medium-Sized  Enterprises  (UEAPME, 
. EUROPMI and other associated  organi~tion's)  .· 
CEC (Confederation Europeenne· des Cadres) 
Eur6cadres · 
·EUROCHAMBRES 
BIPAR (International Association offusurance· and Reinsurance Interm~ar.ies) 
CEA (European Insurance Committee)  ·  . .  ·  ..  ·  .·  .. 
_  . Euro-Fiet (European Regional-organization of  the international Federation ofConim~cial, 
Clerical, Professional and Technical :Employees)  ·  .  ·  .  .  .  ·  .  ·  ... 
El]ROCOMMERCE (Retail, Wholesale and International Trade Representation to the EC) 
·European Federation of Banks  ·  ·· 
European Savings· Banks Group · · 
. Groupement Europeen 4es Banques Cooperatives  . 
-.  FETBB (Federation Europeeru1.e des Travailleurs .du Batiment et .du Bois) 
- .  FIEC (Fed¢ration de l'lndustrie Europeenrte de hi Construction)  · ·  ··'  · 
CEI Bois (European Confederation ofWoodworking industries) 
EFA (European.Federation ofAgricultural Workers' Unions) 
.  .  .  ,.  .  . 
.  •,  .~ 
39: CQPA/COGECA (Groupe Employeurs des ·OrganiSations Professionneles Agricoles de 
Ia CE) 
HOTREC (Confederation des Associations Nationales de I'Hotellerie et de Ia Restauration 
de Ia CE)  . 
ACE (The European CommunitY's Independent Airline Association) 
ACI Europe (Airports Council International- European Region) 
AEA (Association of  European Airlines) 
. Community of European Railways 
- · CSTCE (Comite Syndical des Transport dans Ia Communaute Europeenne) 
ECSA (European .Community Shipowners ASsociation) 
IRU (International Road Transport Union) 
SETA-UITA (Secretiiriat E.uropeenne des Travailleurs de l'Alimentation) 
I' 
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ANNEXID 
·'. . 
. - _ IMPACT ASSESSMENT FORM  _  . 
THE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSAL ON-BUSINESS 
withJspecial re(erence to small and medium..:sized .  enterprises (SMEs)  -'  . 
TITLE OF PROPoSAL: 
.  .  ' 
. PROPOSAL  FOR .  A  COUNCIL  DiRECTIVE  ON  . THE 
~ESTABLISHMENT  . OF -'  EUROPEAN  COMMITTEES- OR 
PROCEDURES  IN  ·COMMUNfrv-sCALE  uNnERTAlaNGS  AND 
· COMMUNITY-SCALE  -GROUPs OF.-UNDERTAKlNGS. FOR  THE .. 
.  _·PURPOSES. OF INFORMING ~  CONSULTING EMPLOYEES - . 
REFERENCE -No:  COM(94J 134 tinal 
•  •  ~  "  •  •  .  '  •  l 
'  . ' 
.  THE PROPosAL: . 
. 1.  Taking account of' th~ principle ofc  s~bsidiaritY, -why  is  ComniamitY legislation  .· 
necessary in this area and what are its main aims?  . 
The oompletion of the internal market is bound to generate a  process -of concentrations· 
. -of undertakings,  cross-border mergers,  takeov~rs, joint ventures- and,  consequently, a 
. transnatiortalization. of undertakings and groups -of undertakings. If economic activities · 
are to develop in ah~onious  ·fashion, .$is situation··requires  th~t und~rtakirigs and 
groups of undertakings operating in more thim  o~e-Member:State :must Tnform.an4-
. consult. the representatives of their employees affected by th_eir' decisions.  ·.  .  -
.~  .  "':  .·  .  .  - . 
. As  aresult~ofchanges in the structure of_underiakings, the p~oceduresfor  consulting and . 
disclosing information are often no longer_consistent With these new structures. Whereas 
'. fi~s  have become more comph~x. in ihatthey have grown  or' expanded their operations 
· by. setting up subsidiaries or establishmcimt-s in several Member States,  thei~ employees· · 
continue to be informed and consulted in a segmented fashion,  reflecting the scope of . 
existing ·national· laws and  practices: ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  -
Existing p;ocedures_ for informing and consulting e~ployees in a national context only_: 
have effect Within the legal framework of thaf country, only benefit the_ employees of · 
that State and generally ·only relate to activities carried. out Within national boundaries. 
· Community legislation  iittend~ to' ·overcome the territorial limitations of  national law . 
With·  respect  to_  information  and ·  ·cons~ltation  of .  employees. of _-Commimity-scale 
undertakings or groups is therefore _needed.  _  .  ,  ·  ·  · 
The priricip~Iobjective·ofthe_-proposal is thus to create a Community legal framework 
with a view to· improving the information and oonsultation of workers in transnational 
undertakings  and  groups  of undertakings  covered  by the  proposal;  by_  way  of the 
establishment  in  such uild~rtakings  and·  gioups  of European  committees  or  other . 
. information and consultation procedures.  .  .  '  . 
AI 2.  Who will be affected by the proposal? · 
Thi~ proposal is intended to apply to: (a) undertakings with at least .1 000 employees in 
all the Member States and with at least two eStablishments in different Member States, 
each  employing  at  least  100  workers;  and  (b)  groups of undertakings  with  at least 
1000 employees in all the Member States and with at least two group undeqakings in 
different Member States which each employ at least 100 employees. Small and medium-
sized undertakings are not covered. 
·The proposal applies to all sectors 'of business throughout the European, Union. 
3.  What will business have. to. do to comply with the proposal? 
Und~rtakings and  groups  of undertakings  covered  by  this  proposal  must  establish 
. European committees or set up some other procedure for informing and consulting their 
employees.  · 
The European  committee encompasses  all  the establishments or group undertakings 
'lOca.ted  within  _the  Member  States  which  employ  at  least  100  workers.  Their 
·composition,  functions.  artd  mode  of operation  may  be  determined  by  a  Written 
agreement hetween the representatives of employees and the management concerned. 
If  there is no agreement a standard model· will apply. 
The standard model lays down rules on the composition, function and powers, and mode 
of  operation  of  the  European  committee.  It  will  be·  composed  of  employeesi 
representatives an~  feature a  minimum ofthree members and a maximum of30. lt,ffiust 
meet with management once a year to be informed and consulted on the status of the 
. Community-scale undertaking or group of undertakings. If  consultation is necessary, 
further meetings may be called with the executive committee. 
4.  What economic effects is the proposal likely to have? 
(a)  on employment 
Difficult to measure but the Commission believes that the propoSed Directive will 
have a highly beneficial effect on workers' productivity and commitment to their 
finn, on the competitiveness ofundertakings and hence on employment. 
(b)  -on investment ·and the creation of new businesses 
No direct effect.'· 
/ 
(c)  on the competitive position of businesses 
The competitiveness of  a company depends on a number of factors, one of  them 
labour  costs:  The  costs  involved  in  setting  up  and  maintaining. a European 
committee can be considered as an element oflabourcosts. For the calculation of 
the costs of a meeting of the committee the following factors, are essential: 
\  .  .. 
42 _  L  The number of participants:- th~propoSal in_ the Annex is for a maximum· 
of30.  ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·- ·  · 
_  · 2.  The number of  Member· States covered  ~- between two and. 12. 
4.  The need for interpreters a,nd  the requisite equipment.(e.g. booths-and other_.- · 
equipnient).' :  ·  ·  ·  · 
5.  Aecommodation~ 
.  6.  Absepce from work 'on the part of  employees ·attending the meeting.  - .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
7. · _Costs of preparation of the meeting, including docume~tation  in ·a qumber of 
languages.  ·  ·  ·  · 
-A Comm~ty  undertaking which is concentrated only in a number of Member.·  . 
States, e.g.  the Benelux countries: or the Iberian  Perunsula,  will  have much  . 
lower costs·and probably fewer parti~ipants than a company with a European · 
.• committee with ·representatives ~from 12 ·Member States. Even in ~s  latter' 
. situation, the cost pictUre will vary greatly. In some c~es, interpretation into 
nine languages Will  be necessary; in others there may. be a  company culture 
· with work being done in the "company language" odri. only a few languages. · 
·It may  be necessary to ·hire. a  meeting  room  and  install  all  the· requisite ·. 
'interpretation facilities. Participants might have to travel by air and spend tWo-· 
nights in a 'hoteL  ·  · ·  ·  . 
The'  ~ndertaking ·might  have  its  o~.  facilities,  or  th~ meeting  might be 
combined witlt other meetings.·  ·  . .  .  \  . 
. . ·Another difficult .element to c~culate is the cost of preparation. In some cases 
special reports,  paper~ etc:  have to be prepared and other preparatory work 
. done. In oth¢r CaSeS, existing_materi'al.,. available in a number oflanguages  -:: 
.· can be used  .. 
Taking these dements into account, a thooreticat  c~culation based on dubious 
assumptions dqes not seem. very usefuL Still taking as·· a basis for calculation-
figures used for meetings orgaruzed by European institutions, a meeting of  30 
experts froin most of the Member  States~ with' interpretation in ·a number of 
languages, will cost .  some 1ens of thousands of  ~CU. In  such cases" though, 
. a· Community-scale undertaking will have· at the very least several thousand 
. workers throughoutthe Community, thus iiicreasing tlie wage cost per worker.· 
· by a  maximum  of ECU  10  per year.  In_ most cases,  the actual ·wage cost  1  . 
· incre~se  ·per worker is likely to be le~s. 
·It may be said that a small increase is n~ssary to complement the proeess _ _ 
of concentratiqn of undertakings  brought  about by  the  completion· of the 
-internal market. 
43 'It should be added that labour costs themselves are not the crucial factor jn 
terms  of competitiveness,  but rather  unit labour costs taking  into account 
productivity.  When  -.as the  Commission  expects  - industrial  reiations  are 
improved by  the setting up  of a European committee and increased worker _ 
involvement, this might lead to an increase in productivity  whi~h  ~ll more 
than compensate for this marginal cost increase. 
5.  Does  the proposal contain measures  to  take account of th~ specific situat_ion  of _ 
small and medium-sized firms _(reduced or different requirements, etc.)? 
The proposed Directive does not apply to small  and medium-sized businesses. 
6.  List the organizations which have been consuited about the proposal and- outline 
their main vie:ws 
See Annexes 1 and 2.-
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